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Some students would say that the residents v
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matter best resolved by the students who reside
on that floor and can be dealt with in that
context. The open door policy only exacerbates
this problem, '

Whether one is watching television, studying
or playing chess (activities that might be
defined as social, educational or recreational),
the open door policy is detrimental to these
aims. It is clearly not in accordance with the
stated purpose of visitation rights, and indeed,
has done more than any other single factor to
diminish the quality of life in the dormitories.
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The regents' position is complete! untenable.
I have heard a member of Campus

Security, upon hearing a dormitory resident
shouting from his window., remark, 'The
monkeys are rattling their bars again." Indeed,
there is that feeling of being on display, of
having the curious passerby stop and stare and
take notes. The right to privacy is not
respected.

-- One must wonder what the regents' reaction
would be were they forced to live under similar
circumstances. Perhaps they, too, would "rattle
the bars". Indeed, they would probably ratt's
them louder than we.

Larry Hyde

The third man
- Dear editor,

Are the guys who call the shots on Big 8

Dear editor,
Once again the issue of visitation rights has

raised its ugly Head. The controversy has been
with us for quite some time, and despite many
positive, legal steps by students, it shows little
promise of being satisfactorily resolved.

Latest news from the front is of the
wrist-slappin- g session being conducted in
Harper Haii. It seems that the open door policy

'was not being observed on the various floors.
After due warning, Marie Hansen, Harper Hall
complex program director (CPD), was forced to
suspend RHA hours from last Tuesday to last
Thursday.

I do not blame Marie Hansen. She, like so
many others, 's caught in the middle of this
mess. As an employe of the University, she
must uphold the open door policy, even though
she may not believe it is justified. The fault
does not lie with Marie Hansen, but rather with
the rule itself.

The Residence Hall Assoc. (RHA) is

blameless in this. The open door policy is a

completely arbitrary decision of the regents,
one they persist in clinging to with no logical
reason.

The purpose of visitation hours, as stated in
the RHA handbook, is to "...stress educational,
social and cultural activities. Such activities
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conference basketball rules schizos? If not, why
4

would they want to speed up the game with the
30-seco- clock and turn around and slow tt
down with three referees? It doesn't make
sense.

Whereas there may be no more fouls than in
the days of two referees as some scribes
maintain), the three referee policy has tended
to result in more indecision by players and
referees alike.

I've also noticed an increase in atonement.
Examples are the attempted steal and reaching
fouls, and quick whistles to even up fouls and
technical fouls.

It's not that scoring itself has suffered that
much; rather, the pace of the game has become
herky-jerk- y if not strictfy ho-hu-

The point is that the conference has made a
mistake with its three referee ruie. May it atone
and rid itself forever of the third referee.

Craig Chappell
' Stillwater, Oklay

may be formal or informal in nature."
The open door policy is perhaps one of the

greatest obstacles to education on this campus.
Those persons living in dormitories can tell you
that noncarpeted hail floors act somewhat akin
to an echo chamber, amplifying the sounds of
normal use and causing them to seem extremely
loud in the rooms. These noises are distracting
even with the door closed. With it open, they
can be intolerable., .., ., ,,, ,, .

The fault does not lie with the students, but
rather with the nature of the halls themselves.
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Carpeting is not the answer, though it would
Vhelp. it X
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protection of precision yground prescription sun- - N

glasses. We have them in your
choice of over 200 frames, so
come in and stop squinting. Because nothing you wear is

is important as your glasses. Except your sunglasses.

January 31st , 3(7t& 9 PM.
Admtezlon: $1.25

'Finally an intelligent film about how artistsBecause nothing you wear is as important as your glasses.
i

A member of the Opticians Association of America
think and work.... I don't sea how it would be

possible ever again to teach a course in modern

painting without using PAINTERS PAINTING."

-- Henry Geldzahler

Metropolitan Museum of Art
Ei'T Lincoln: 1324 "O" St 432-965- 2

840 N. 48th St466-192- 4
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